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ABSTRACT 
 
It is commonly believed that infectious diseases have represented one of the major 
threats to human populations and have therefore acted as a powerful selective 
force. Therefore, several human genes have evolved in response to infectious 
agents. Indeed, it has been suggested that human populations may have adapted 
to pathogens to such a degree that the lower exposure to infectious agents in 
modern developed societies results in immune imbalances, with autoimmune and 
allergic conditions being the outcome (hygiene hypothesis). Quite obviously, the 
presence of a functional variant is a prerequisite for selection to act, and the 
identification of non-neutrally evolving genes has been regarded as a strategy 
complementary to classical clinical and epidemiological studies to provide insight 
into the mechanisms of host defense. Similarly, analysis of the evolutionary history 
of genes involved in immune defense might provide novel insights into the delicate 
balance between efficient response to pathogens and autoimmune/allergic 
manifestations. In this work population genetics approaches are applied to study 
the evolutionary patterns of specific groups of genes such as those encoding blood 
group antigens and interleukins/interleukin receptors. Several of these latter genes 
have evolved in response to parasitic worms, but a subset of disease alleles for 
inflammatory bowel disease and celiac disease have increased in frequency in 
response to non-helminthic pathogens (i.e. viruses and bacteria). At the genome-
wide level, the identification of selective signatures was exploited to identify novel 
susceptibility variants for virus-, protozan-, and helminth-borne infections. These 
analyses allowed the identification of several variants that may modulate infection 
susceptibility and we noticed a partial overlap between genes involved in the 
response to helminths and those carrying susceptibility alleles for asthma/atopy; 
similarly, a number of genes subjected to virus-driven selective pressure have been 
involved in the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis and type 1 diabetes. One of 
these, namely IFIH1, was studied in detail: we revealed a complex selective pattern 
in human populations distributed in different geographic locations. Nonetheless, the 
analysis of IFIH1 variants involved in the susceptibility to type 1 diabetes indicated 
that  they have evolved neutrally. Finally, we show that the identification of gene 
regions subjected to natural selection can provide information on the location of 
functional variants and these, in turn, may be regarded as strong candidates to 
prioritize on in case/control association studies. In the case of ERAP2 we carried 
out one such study and verified that a nonsynonymous variant subjected to natural 
selection affects the natural resistance to HIV-1 infection. In summary we show that 
selective events leave a signature on human genes that can be detected using 
population genetics approaches and exploited for the identification of variants that 
influence complex phenotypic traits such as susceptibility to infections. These 
studies can also shed light on the relationship between past selective events and 
predisposition to common diseases in modern populations.  
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SOMMARIO 
 
E’ opinione comune che le malattie infettive abbiano rappresentato la principale 
minaccia per le popolazioni umane e che abbiano esercitato una potente pressione 
selettiva. Di conseguenza alcuni geni umani si sono evoluti in risposta a agenti 
infettivi. E’ stato anche suggerito che gli esseri umani si siano adattati ai loro 
patogeni a un livello tale per cui la minore esposizione a agenti infettivi nelle 
società industrializzate creerebbe un disequilibrio del sistema immunitario che 
risulterebbe poi nella predisposizione a malattie autoimmuni e allergie (ipotesi 
dell’igiene). Ovviamente, la presenza di una variante funzionale è necessaria 
perché la selezione possa agire e l’identificazione di geni che evolvono in modo 
non neutrale è considerata come un approccio complementare ai classici studi 
clinici e epidemiologici per chiarire i meccanismi di risposta dell’ospite. Similmente, 
l’analisi dal punto di vista evolutivo di geni coinvolti nella risposta immunitaria 
potrebbe fornire nuove conoscenze riguardo ai meccanismi che mantengono un 
equilibrio tra l’efficiente risposta ai patogeni e le manifestazioni allergiche o 
autoimmuni. In questo lavoro, abbiamo applicato approcci di genetica di 
popolazione allo studio del pattern evolutivo di gruppi specifici di geni come, ad 
esempio, quelli che codificano per gli antigeni dei gruppi sanguigni o per 
interleuchine e loro recettori. Molti di questi ultimi geni si sono evoluti in risposta ai 
vermi parassiti, ma una parte di alleli di suscettibilità per malattia celiaca e morbo 
di Crohn/colite ulcerosa sono aumentati in frequenza in risposta a patogeni quali 
virus e batteri. A livello di intero genoma, abbiamo sfruttato l’identificazione di 
tracce di selezione per identificare nuove varianti di suscettibilità per malattie 
trasmesse da virus, protozoi e elminti. Abbiamo notato una parziale 
sovrapposizione tra geni coinvolti nella risposta a elminti e quelli che portano 
varianti di suscettibilità per asma e atopia; similmente, un certo numero di geni che 
sono stati sottoposti a pressione selettiva esercitata da virus sono stati coinvolti 
nella patogenesi della sclerosi multipla e di diabete di tipo 1. Uno di questi, IFIH1, è 
stato studiato in dettaglio: abbiamo messo in luce un pattern evolutivo complesso 
in diverse popolazioni umane distribuite in diverse aree geografiche. Tuttavia, 
l’analisi delle varianti di suscettibilità per diabete di tipo 1 in IFIH1 ha indicato che 
esse evolvono in modo neutrale. Infine, abbiamo dimostrato come l’identificazione 
di regioni geniche sottoposte a selezione naturale possa fornire indicazioni sulla 
localizzazione di varianti funzionali e queste, a loro volta, possono essere 
considerate ottimi candidati per studi di associazione caso/controllo. Nel caso di 
ERAP2, abbiamo appunto svolto uno studio caso/controllo e abbiamo verificato 
che una variante nonsinonima e sottoposta a selezione naturale altera la 
suscettibilità all’infezione da HIV-1. In conclusione, abbiamo mostrato che gli eventi 
selettivi lasciano un’impronta sui geni che può essere identificata attraverso analisi 
di genetica di popolazione e sfruttata per la scoperta di varianti che influenzano 
tratti fenotipici complessi come la suscettibilità alle infezioni. Questi studi possono 
anche fare luce sulla relazione tra eventi selettivi e predisposizione a malattie 
comuni nelle popolazioni moderne. 
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SYMBOL LIST 
 
SNP: single nucleotide polymorphisms 
MAF: minor allele frequency 
KY: kiloyears 
MY: million years 
STR: short tandem repeat 
θW: an estimate of the expected per site heterozigosity 
π: the average number of pairwise sequence nucleotide differences among 
haplotypes 
DT or D: Tajima’s D 
D* and F*: Fu and Li’s D* and F* 
HKA test: Hdson-Kreitman-Aguadè test 
MLHKA: maximum likelihood HKA test 
FST: fixation index 
EHH: extended haplotype homozygosity 
Τ: Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Human genetic variability and human adaptation 
 
The complex patterns of genetic diversity in human populations are the product of 
many levels of demographic and evolutionary events acting on different time-
scales, including colonizations, migrations, population expansions, mutation, 
genetic drift and selection. 
 
Several recent studies have indicated that human demographic history (i.e. the 
pattern of human migrations throughout the world with subsequent expansions and 
bottlenecks) explains a large part of neutral genetic diversity among populations. 
Studies of neutral short tandem repeat (STR) loci from the HGDP-CEPH panel 
(Human Genome Diversity Panel-Centre d’ Étude du Polymorphisme Humain [1]) 
showed that there is indeed a strong relationship between geography and various 
measures of genetic diversity at the worldwide scale. Geographic distances 
between populations (calculated along landmasses so as to possibly reflect out-of-
Africa migratory routes) predict the respective genetic differentiation (Fig. 1a) and 
geographic distances from East Africa show a high negative correlation with 
measures of within-population diversity [2] (Fig.1b). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. (a) Plot of pairwise genetic distance between populations in the 
HGDP-CEPH panel against pairwise geographic distance. (b) Gene diversity 
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within the HGDP-CEPH populations is plotted againstgeographic distance 
from East Africa. Figure taken from [2] 
 
 
 
More recently, similar findings have been reported using a large number of SNPs 
genotyped in 52 populations distributed worldwide (Human Genetic Diversity 
Panel, HGDP-CEPH) [3].  
These studies strongly support an Africa origin for modern humans. Indeed, genetic 
data indicate that the alleles found outside Africa are often a subset of the African 
allele pool [4-5], and that continent-specific alleles or haplotypes are rare in 
general, but are far more common in Africa than in any other continent [4-5]. An 
analysis of HGDP-CEPH populations supported a serial founder
 
model, in which 
non-African populations form a sequential chain
 
of colonies [3]. 
These observations indicate that human genetic diversity has largely been shaped 
by phenomena occurring in geographic space, and, therefore, that these effects 
must be accounted for in order to identify loci that have been involved in 
adaptation. In order to demonstrate genetic adaptation in humans, or in any 
organism, it is necessary to acquire evidence substantiating that natural selection 
underlies the evolution of a particular trait. Because demography affects all genes 
equally, whereas selection acts upon specific genome regions, it is usually implied 
that genes/gene regions deviating from the general distribution of genetic variation 
may represent targets of natural selection. 
 
Given this premise, it is clear enough that, along their evolutionary history, humans, 
as all other living organisms, have adapted to their environment. Specifically, 
several environmental factors have possibly represented strong selective 
pressures for human populations but major effects are generally ascribed to 
pathogens, climate and diet.  
 
1.1.1 Adaptation to pathogens 
 
This is extensively discussed in the hygiene hypothesis review included below 
(1.4).  
 
1.1.2 Climatic adaptation 
 
Humans have spent the longest part of their evolutionary history in Africa, that is in 
a hot climate, with low availability of salt and with high UV irradiation. Migration out 
of Africa (Fig. 2) exposed ancestral populations to colder environments, with less 
incident sunlight. 
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Figure 2. Likely colonization routes (red lines) between 
populations in the HGDP-CEPH panel (blue spots) assuming 
an origin of modern humans in East Africa (Addis Ababa, red 
spot). The map was calculated by by forcing migrations 
through landmasses and avoiding altitudes over 2000 m. 
Figure taken from [2] 
 
The most obvious adaptive response to these novel environments is in skin 
pigmentation, which is basically due to the quantity, type, and distribution of 
melanin. Skin colour is strongly geographically differentiated, with darker-skinned 
populations concentrated in the tropics, and lighter-skinned populations in more 
northerly latitudes. Dark skins in topical climates protects against UV-induced 
damage, while where sunlight is low, depigmentation may be favoured because UV 
penetration is necessary for vitamin D synthesis [6-7]. A balance between these 
factors can largely explain the global pattern of pigmentation [6-7]. 
Residence of ancestral populations in tropical Africa also necessitated heat 
adaptation, including cooling through efficient sweating. The considerable salt loss, 
combined with low dietary salt intake, possibly led to selection for salt retention; at 
the same time, there was likely selection for increased arterial tone and cardiac 
contraction force when blood volume was depleted by water loss (reviewed in [8]). 
Initially, heat-adapted African populations expanded northward, undergoing 
selection for cold adaptation. Subsequently, cold-adapted north Asians expanded 
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southward into the Americas less than 20 KY ago, undergoing selection for heat 
adaptation, so that Native Americans show similar salt retention and cardiovascular 
phenotypes to Africans living at the same latitudes.  
 
1.1.3 Dietary adaptation 
 
Humans have spent the longest part of their evolutionary history in Africa, that is in 
In terms of influence on diet, the most important development in human prehistory 
was agriculture, beginning around 10 KY ago in the Middle East. Agriculture is likely 
to have changed substantially the diet of early humans who had mainly relied on a 
hunter–gatherer lifestyle. Agriculture increased the intake of starch and sugar. A 
common view is that this change happened in the context of a genetic background 
adapted to a lifestyle of feast and famine by favouring the maintenance of “thrifty 
alleles”, and that the arrival of agriculture lead to high incidences of type 2 diabetes 
(reviewed in [8]) (see also par. 1.3). With agriculture pastoralism also begun, 
resulting in the availability of milk as a source of energy. In this respect the 
evolutionary history of LCT alleles permitting persistence of lactase expression into 
adulthood is emblematic.  
Lactose tolerance is extremely high in North Europe, for example, and in general 
the frequency of a LCT persistence allele in Europe correlates well with that of 
populations with a history of cattle domestication and milk drinking [9]. In the 
HapMap samples, LCT in Europeans shows one of the strongest signals of positive 
selection [10], reflecting a powerful advantage that may be related to milk as a 
source of uninfected water rather than as a source of nutrition. Conversely, lactase-
persistence is relatively rare in Africa and lactase-persistent populations in this 
continent do not carry the same LCT allele described in Europeans. Studies of 
Tanzanians, Kenyans and Sudanese [11] revealed that different LCT variants 
cause lactase persistence and the three African variants arose independently of 
each other and of the European variant. Together with skin pigmentation, this 
represents one of the best known examples of convergent evolution in humans.  
 
1.2 Natural selection: molecular signatures 
 
The detection of natural selection from genetic data is not simple. One major 
difficulty is disentangling signals of selection from the signal left by the 
demographic history of our species. Helpful in this regard has been the increasing 
availability of large genome-wide data sets of human DNA polymorphism and 
resequenced gene regions that allow inferences about our demographic history. It 
is expected that demographic phenomena such as population 
expansions,subdivision and bottlenecks will affect variation at all genes. On the 
other hand, natural selection is a locus-specific force. 
The neutral model of molecular evolution postulates that most evolutionary change 
is a consequence of random genetic drift, rather than adaptive evolution. It should 
be noted, however, that the neutral model does not exclude the role of natural 
selection: natural selection is assumed to remove deleterious mutations (i.e. 
purifying selection) and fix the rarely arising advantageous mutation [12]. Also, 
natural selection maintains fluctuating polymorphisms if these are favourable under 
different environmental conditions or as a result of overdominant selection 
(heterozygote advantage). Under the neutral model, specific theoretical predictions 
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can be made regarding the relationship between the rate of mutation and 
evolutionary parameters: (i) polymorphism within a species is a function of the 
mutation rate and population size; (ii) the rate at which mutational differences 
accumulate as two species diverge (i.e. the substitution rate) is the same as the 
rate at which neutral mutations arise [13]; (iii) the expected frequency of alleles in a 
sample is a function of the population size [14]. Statistical tests designed to detect 
natural selection take advantage from the relative ease with which predictions 
made by the neutral theory can be verified against empirical data. 
Therefore, the study of natural selection using genetic data is based upon tests of 
the null hypothesis of neutrality, rather than tests of natural selection. Thus, the 
tests employed in the study of natural selection are more adequately defined as 
tests of the null hypothesis of neutrality, or neutrality tests.  
 
Different forms of selection shape genetic variation within and between species. 
Positive selection refers to the cases in which a novel DNA variant has a selective 
advantage over others, and consequently rises in frequency. Negative (or purifying 
selection) refers to the cases in which novel DNA variants have a selective 
disadvantage with respect to others, and tend to remain at low frequencies or be 
removed. Balancing selection refers to selective regimes that increase genetic 
variation within a species.  
Natural selection is expected to directly affect the genetic variants that alter an 
individual’s survival probability. However, due to linkage disequilibrium (LD), the 
effects of selection may not be restricted to the causal variant associated with the 
selection target and, depending on different factors, the consequences of natural 
selection can extend over very small (e.g. long-standing balancing selection) or 
very long (e.g. recent selective sweeps) genomic regions surrounding the selection 
target. 
 
1.2.1 Tests based on the frequency of polymorphisms 
 
As mentioned above, under neutrality, genetic variation accumulates in a 
population as a function of the population size and mutation rate. Different forms of 
selection will impact the frequency spectrum in distinct ways. If a mutation is 
favoured by natural selection (i.e. positive selection) it will rise to high frequency in 
a population carrying along all linked neutral variants. This process is known as a 
selective sweep and results in an overall decrease in the genetic variation at the 
selected site, as well as at sites linked to it [15]. (Fig. 3). The mutational process 
will introduce new mutations after the selective sweep. These novel DNA variants 
will initially be present at low frequencies. Thus, shortly after a selective sweep, we 
expect to observe a large proportion of low frequency variants in a sample. 
Moreover, derived alleles (which usually display lower frequency compared to 
ancestral alleles) linked to the selected variant will also rise in frequency. 
Therefore, another signature of a selective sweep in an excess of high-frequency 
derived alleles (reviewed in [16]). 
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Figure 3. Selective sweep. Haplotypes are indicated as horizontal lines; derived 
SNP alleles are depicted as stars. A new advantageous mutation is represented 
with a red star and initially appears on one haplotype. In the absence of 
recombination (left): neutral SNP alleles on the chromosome as the 
advantageous mutation will increase in frequency (incomplete sweep) and 
eventually be fixed (complete sweep) with the selected variant. Conversely, 
alleles that do not occur on this chromosome will be lost, so that variability will be 
severly reduced after the sweep. With recombination (right): haplotypes can 
emerge through recombination, allowing some of the neutral mutations that are 
linked to the advantageous mutation to segregate after a completed selective 
sweep. As the rate of recombination depends on the physical distance among 
sites, the effect of a selective sweep on variation in the genomic regions around it 
diminishes with distance from the site that is under selection. Chromosomal 
segments that are linked to advantageous mutations through recombination 
during the selective sweep are coloured yellow. Figure taken from [16] 
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Purifying selection is also expected to result in an increase in the proportion of low-
frequency variants. This can be understood as a consequence of the fact that novel 
mutations that enter the population generally remain at low frequencies, because of 
their deleterious effects. Thus, in the case of purifying selection the frequency of 
derived alleles is expected to be very low. In contrast, balancing selection will 
increase the proportion of variants at intermediate frequencies, since this selection 
regime favours the maintenance of variation of multiple alleles. Moreover, under 
balancing selection linked variants will be maintained together with the selected 
alleles, resulting in an excess of nucleotide diversity in the region (Fig.4) (reviewed 
in [17]).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.
 Balancing selection. Haplotypes are indicated as 
horizontal lines; neutral SNP alleles are depicted as stars. 
A biallelic balanced polymorphism is shown with the violet 
and green circles (alleles). The two balanced alleles are 
located on different haplotypes carrying neutral variants 
(red and yellow stars). Neutral SNP alleles are maintained 
with the two selected alleles together with new mutations 
that arise over time. Since polymorphisms, due to their 
linkage with the selected alleles, tend to be maintained 
longer than expected under neutrality, the effect is higher 
genetic diversity in the region carrying the balanced alleles 
(higher density of polymorphisms). If the two balanced 
alleles are maintained at an intermediate frequency, all 
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neutral variation will also remain at intermediate frequency 
(excess of intermediate-frequency alleles). Moreover, after 
a certain amount of time, haplotypes carrying the balanced 
alleles will accumulate different neutral alleles. The result is 
highly differentiated haplotype lineages (or haplotype 
clades). 
 
 
Different quantitative tests have been developed to interpret whether the frequency 
spectrum of a population sample reveals the action of one or another of these 
forms of selection. The most widely used test that explores the frequency spectrum 
was proposed by Tajima [18]. This test is based on the comparison of two 
measures of the neutral parameter θW, an estimate of the expected per site 
heterozigosity [19], and π [20], the average number of pairwise sequence 
nucleotide differences [D= (π- θW)/sd(π- θW)]. Since π depends on the frequency of 
sampled alleles, D will be negative when an excess of rare alleles is observed and 
positive when many intermediate alleles occur. As described above, a selective 
sweep can result in a large proportion of low-frequency variants. This will result in 
negative D values. Similarly, under purifying selection (i.e. negative selection), we 
have an excess of low-frequency variants, resulting in a low value of Tajima’s D. 
Conversely, balancing selection favours the maintenance of different alleles in the 
population, resulting in an excess of intermediate frequency alleles, and thus 
Tajima’s D > 0. 
Fay and Wu [21] proposed a test of the frequency spectrum that offers a solution to 
the challenge of distinguishing among different selective processes that result in 
negative values of Tajima’s D (i.e. purifying selection or positive selection). These 
authors exploited the fact that when positive selection takes place, it can drive 
derived alleles, found at nearby locations on the chromosome, to high frequencies. 
Fay and Wu [21] therefore proposed a test based on contrasting two diversity 
estimates; an estimate based on the nucleotide diversity (π), and a measure of 
diversity that is sensitive to high-frequency derived mutations (θH). Under neutral-
equilibrium conditions, H has an expected value of zero. When a recent selective 
sweep has taken place the excess of high-frequency derived mutations results in a 
negative value for H [21].  
Fu and Li [22] also developed neutrality tests based on the allele frequency 
spectrum. These tests are conceptually similar to Tajima’s D but they also take into 
account whether mutations occur in external (new mutations) or internal (old 
mutations) branches of a gene genealogy. 
 
These tests are powerful but suffer from the complication that demographic events 
also result in deviations from the site frequency spectrum. For example a 
population bottelneck is also expected to result in an increase of intermediate 
frequency allele (as rare alleles are more easily lost during the shrinkage phase), 
while population expansion may result in a higher proportion of low frequency 
variants. Taking these considerations into account is extremely important when 
human diversity data are being analysed, as different human populations are 
known to have experienced diverse demographic scenarios. Therefore, calculation 
of the statistical significance of neutrality tests is not trivial and two main 
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approaches are currently applied. The first is based on the empirical comparison 
with diversity data calculated for a large number of genomic regions analysed in 
the same population samples as the locus being analysed. The basis of this 
approach is that demography affects all loci equally, while selection is a locus-
specific force. Therefore, the test statistic (e.g. Tajima’ s D) is calculated for the 
gene region of interest and for a set of reference regions and significance is 
calculated by attributing a percentile rank in the distribution of reference loci (i.e. 
significant results are obtained for D values below the 5th or above the 95th 
percentile in the distribution). The second approach is based on coalescent 
simulations. The coalescent is a process in which, looking backward in time, the 
genealogies of alleles merge at a common ancestor. Therefore, a large number of 
coalescent trees can be simulated (e.g. 10000) and the statistic of interest (D) 
calculated for each of the 10,000 simulations. The proportion of simulations with D 
< (or >) of the observed value is the p-value with precision to 1/(# simulations). 
Recently, dedicated programs have been developed that allow the incorporation of 
demographic scenarios in coalescent simulations so that the resulting p values are 
corrected against demographic events. One such program is cosi [23] that 
incorporates a demographic model (Fig. 5) for major human populations.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Demographic model for major human 
populations obtained by fitting empirical data. Nancestral: 
ancestral population size; NAfrica: African population size; 
NOoA: non-African population size; Texpansion: Time of 
ancestral population expansion. Bottlenecks are indicated 
by constrictions. Figure taken from [23]  
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1.2.2 Tests that confront different classes of changes. 
 
Under neutrality, the level of intra-specific variation and that of inter-specific 
diversity are expected to be proportional to the neutral mutation rate. Therefore, 
one possibility to detect natural selection is to test whether this expectation is 
verified. In the HKA (Hudson-Kreitman-Aguadè) test [24], the assumption is made 
that under neutrality the ratio of polymorphism to divergence will be the same for 
two or more genes. In a classic HKA test, a gene of interest is compared to a 
putatively neutral locus, and differences in the ratio of polymorphism to divergence 
between these is taken as evidence of selection in the gene of interest. More 
recently, statistical frameworks have been developed that exploit the availability of 
genetic divergence and variability data on several genes to apply multi-locus HKA 
tests [25]. In these cases one gene of interest is compared to several genes, so 
that the results are more robust to chance variation.  
 
1.2.3 Tests based on population subdivision 
 
Another approach for detecting natural selection is to study between-population 
differences in allele frequencies. Under neutrality population genetic difference is 
mainly driven by demographic processes and genetic drift. Positive selection may 
increase levels of genetic differentiation among populations for two reasons. First, 
selection might act locally and be related to adaptations to the local environment 
(reviewed in [16]). Second, selective sweeps acting on mutations that arise in 
specific geographical regions might cause increased levels of population 
subdivision during the period of time in which the mutation is still increasing in 
frequency. Even if the mutation is beneficial in all environments, the fact that the 
mutation arose in a particular geographical location might temporarily increase 
levels of population differentiation in the genomic region that is affected by 
selection [16].  
Conversely, balancing selection may result in lower levels of population 
differentiation, especially when the selected allele(s) is old (long-standing balancing 
selection). This is due to the fact the selected allele(s) and all linked variants tend 
to be maintained at appreciable levels in different populations. Yet, cases of 
balancing selection restricted to one specific geographic location may result in an 
effect similar to that of positive selection and therefore increases population genetic 
differentiation. 
The most commonly used statistical measure of population differentiation was 
devised by Wright [26] and is known as the fixation index (FST). The main difficulty 
in using FST for the detection of natural selection is that, as mentioned above, 
differentiation among populations is sensitive to a variety of demographic factors 
(including the rate of drift and the extent of gene flow among them), making it 
difficult to rule out demographic scenarios that could account for the observed high 
or low FST values. Again, one possibility is to take advantage from the large number 
of genetic loci for which we have information of population differentiation to create 
an empirical FST distribution. Thus, rather than statistically testing specific loci, we 
can use their position relative to this distribution to gain insights about their 
possible selective histories. Another approach is to use computer simulations under 
realistic demographic scenarios (inferred from multilocus studies) to obtain the 
distribution of FST values under neutrality.  
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1.2.4 Tests based on linkage disequilibrium 
 
An influential approach for detecting recent and strong natural selection is the 
extended haplotype test and its derivatives [10, 27]. The extended haplotype test 
relies on the linkage-disequilibrium structure of local regions of the genome and is 
based on the observation that when a mutation is under positive selection, it will 
rise in frequency quickly. If the rise in frequency of the favoured mutation occurs 
comparatively faster than the rate of recombination, an extended region around the 
selected site (including all DNA variants that may be present within this region) will 
also rise in frequency, creating an extended region of LD. Therefore, a haplotype at 
high frequency with high homozygosity that extends over large regions is a sign of 
an incomplete selective sweep. The method identifies tracts of homozygosity within 
a 'core' haplotype, using the 'extended haplotype homozygosity' (EHH) as a 
statistic. A relative EHH (rEHH) is calculated by comparing the EHH of the core 
haplotype to the EHH of all other haplotypes in the region. In the version by Voight 
et al. [10], the EHH is summed over all sites away from a core SNP, and compared 
between the haplotypes that carry the ancestral and the derived allele in the SNP. 
The statistic iHS (integrated haplotype score) is then normalized to have a mean of 
0 and variance of 1.  
 
1.2.5 Tests based on geographic-explicit models 
 
Another possibility to identify genes subjected to natural selection is to search for 
variants that display strongly differentiated allele frequencies among populations 
that live in different environments (i.e. allele frequencies that correlate with a 
specific environmental variable). Such correlations can arise when selective 
pressures exerted by the environmental variable are sufficiently divergent between 
geographic locations, such that differences in allele frequency can be maintained 
irrespective of gene flow. Some examples in humans include loci involved in 
adaptation to climate [28, 29], diet/subsistence [30], and pathogens [31]. The 
advent of genome-wide data sets with individuals from many populations, across a 
wide geographic range [3], allows investigators to search for correlations at the 
genome-wide and worldwide level.  
A clear caveat in these studies is that, as mentioned above, a major contribution of 
genetic diversity and variation across geographic locations is accounted for by 
demography rather than selection. Therefore, it is important to disentangle neutral 
from selective effect when selecting candidate loci. Another possible problem with 
this approach is that environmental factors may change over evolutionary times, 
and in most cases we have a measure that reflects the contemporary status of the 
variable. Therefore, the implicit assumption is that environmental variables (i.e. 
selective pressures) have remained relatively constant along human history.  
 
1.3 Evolutionary frameworks for common diseases 
 
These models are substantially based on the observation whereby the environment 
in which we now live is radically different from the one that ancestral human 
populations adapted to. A number of transitions may have have resulted in shifts in 
the selective pressures acting on the biological processes that, in contemporary 
populations, underlie major classes of common diseases. Crucial turning points 
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include the migration of modern humans out of Africa, the shift from a hunting and 
gathering life-style to a subsistence based on agriculture and pastoralism, and the 
creation of ever larger, connected communities that allowed the spread of several 
pathogen species unknown to small, nomadic populations.  
The impact of these selective shifts on susceptibility genes for many common 
diseases has been formalized in a series of hypotheses, which are based on 
epidemiological trends and the disease pathophysiology. Perhaps the most popular 
is the “hygiene hypothesis”, which is described below. Another framework for 
common diseases is the ‘thrifty genotype’ hypothesis first proposed in 1962 to 
explain the high prevalence of type 2 diabetes and obesity [32]. This hypothesis 
posits that since ancestral hunter-gatherer populations underwent seasonal cycles 
of feast and famine, they would have benefited from being ‘thrifty’ (i.e. having 
extremely efficient fat and carbohydrate storage). With changes in subsistence 
strategies, this ‘thriftiness’ became detrimental as food availability in general 
increased and the diet shifted to products with higher starch an sugar contents. As 
an example, Vander Molen et al. [33] recently described the occurrence of 
balancing selection around a diabetes susceptibility SNP in CAPN10 intron 13. 
A related scenario, referred to as the ‘sodium retention’ hypothesis, was proposed 
to explain the interethnic differences in the prevalence of hypertension, and, in 
general, the high incidence of hypertension in modern human societies. Under this 
model, ancestral populations living in equatorial Africa adapted to hot and humid 
climates by increasing the rate of sodium and water retention. Also, in those 
environmental conditions, alleles that increased arterial tone and cardiac 
contraction force were likely favoured. As populations moved out of Africa into 
cooler, drier environments with higher salt availability, this high level of sodium 
retention probably became deleterious and ancestral alleles adapted to the African 
environment are responsible for the high incidence of hypertension in modern 
societies. This hypothesis has found some support in the analysis of the frequency 
distribution of a few hypertension associated alleles in worldwide populations [29]. 
 
1.4 The hygiene hypothesis: an evolutionary perspective 
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
2.1 Widespread balancing selection and pathogen-driven selection at 
blood group antigen genes 
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2.2 Parasites represent a major selective force for interleukin genes 
and shape the genetic predisposition to autoimmune conditions 
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2.3 The role of protozoa-driven selection in shaping human genetic 
variability 
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2.4 Genome-wide identification of susceptibility alleles for viral 
infections through a population genetics approach 
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2.5 Population genetics of IFIH1: ancient population structure, local 
selection and implications for susceptibility to type 1 diabetes 
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2.6 The landscape of human genes involved in the immune response 
to parasitic worms 
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2.7 Genetic diversity at endoplasmic reticulum aminopeptidases is 
maintained by balancing selection and is associated with natural 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
There are several possible reasons for studying and identifying signatures of 
natural selection in the human genome. One event motivation is to gain a deeper 
understanding into the evolutionary history of our species. Another important driver 
for evolutionary biologists is based on the straightforward observation whereby 
natural selection acts on phenotypes and these, in turn, derive from functional 
variants. Therefore, the identification of natural selection signatures implies the 
identification of genes/gene regions carrying polymorphic functional variants in 
human populations. This is particularly relevant when the genes being analysed 
have been involved in human diseases or phenotypic traits of medical relevance. 
Moreover, the selective pressures underlying human adaptation are often 
environment-driven; therefore evolutionary biology approaches can provide 
information on how humans have adapted to their environment and how 
environmental shifts (as those carried along by agriculture first, industrialization 
and modernization next) may have resulted in disease susceptibility. Consequently, 
these approaches are particularly well-suited to the study of complex 
diseases/traits. The genetic architecture of complex traits envisages a situation 
whereby multiple loci, each with a small overall effect, contribute to the phenotype. 
Moreover, several complex diseases result from a combination of genetic and 
environmental effects.  
Therefore, the questions addressed in this work can be summarized as follows: 
1) Can population genetic approaches be applied to identify novel 
susceptibility alleles for complex traits (specifically, susceptibility to 
infection)? 
2) Can population genetic approaches be used to infer the evolutionary 
history of disease alleles for human autoimmune diseases? 
As for the first question, we have addressed the ability of geographic-explicit 
population genetic approaches to identify susceptibility alleles for virus-, protozoan- 
and helminth-borne infections at the genome-wide level [34-36]. These approaches 
have resulted in the retrieval of a number o putative susceptibility genes and SNPs. 
These latter should be regarded as causal or in linkage with the causal variant. 
Therefore, all these variants should now be analysed in detail and by means of 
classic case/control association studies with the aim of identifying the underlying 
selective pattern and the role in infection susceptibility. The case of IFIH1 is 
emblematic in this respect: we identified a variant as being subjected to virus-
driven selective pressure [34] and a subsequent analysis of the gene revealed a 
complex selective pattern with locally exerted selective pressures [37]. Similarly, 
the case of ERAP2 indicates that the identification of gene regions subjected to 
natural selection can provide information on the location of functional variants and 
these, in turn, may be regarded as strong candidates to prioritize on case/control 
association studies. In the case of ERAP2 we carried out one such study and 
verified that a nonsynonymous variant subjected to naural selection affects the 
natural resistance to HIV-1 infection [38]. 
With respect to the second question, we have shown that, while the evolutionary 
history of several interleukin/interleukin receptor genes has been dominated by a 
helminth-driven selective pressure, a subset of disease alleles for inflammatory 
bowel disease and celiac disease have evolved in response to non-helminthic 
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pathogens (i.e. viruses and bacteria), the underlying selective regime for some of 
them being balancing selection [39]. Therefore, our data for interleukin genes seem 
to support a conundrum of the hygiene hypothesis whereby disease alleles for 
autoimmune diseases result from adaptation to a pathogen-rich environment. 
Nonetheless, analysis of type 1 diabetes susceptibility alleles in IFIH1 did not yield 
the same conclusion but rather suggested that these disease alleles have been 
neutrally evolving in human populations. Clearly, analysis of larger allele samples 
will be required to gain a comprehensive scenario of the evolutionary forces 
shaping the distribution of autoimmune susceptibility alleles. Even more so after 
the identification of a subset of alleles with an opposite risk profile for distinct 
autoimmune diseases (reviewed in [40]). In conclusion, our data suggest that the 
evolutionary patterns underlying the maintenance of autoimmune alleles in human 
populations are manifold, and possibly depend on either gene function, or diseases 
pathophysiology or other unknown factors. Analysis of many more variants and 
identification of causal polymorphisms (rather than linked genetic markers) will be 
required to gain a comprehensive scenario both from medical genetic perspective 
and from an evolutionary viewpoint. 
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